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Chapter 1044 Suffer No Longer 

So the mysterious power inside me now is the Power of Dragons? 

Is that the result of the two draconic essences combining? 

Gazing at Skylar and Karl, Kai finally realized that the two knew about the secret all 
along. In order to get the Power of Dragons, one had to combine the draconic essences 
of the Ice Dragon and the Flame Dragon. 

There was nothing to be gained from ingesting just one draconic essence besides its 
spiritual energy. 

Kai never thought something that dramatic would happen after ingesting both draconic 
essences. 

After being reminded to focus on his enemy, Karl recollected himself and let out a 
warcry. 

As his geomantic compass began to glow and engulf his body in a bright light once 
again, every muscle fiber in his body grew larger and larger until he became a giant of 
light. 

Spinning on the top of Karl’s head, the geomantic compass seemed to have become 
one with the man. 

“ Kai, I’m going to kill you for laying a finger on my magical item!” Karl sounded so 
ferocious that he no longer seemed human. 

Skylar, too, got ready to fight Kai by picking up the magic sword on the ground. “If we 
can kill him, what’s his will become ours!” 

With that, Skylar swiftly swung his weapon at Kai. 

The sword energy coming from his blade was so powerful that it could cut through time 
and space. 

Karl then immediately moved in to join Skylar’s assault. Like a lightning bolt, he rushed 
toward Kai with his fist at the ready. 

Caught between his two enemies, Kai knitted his eyebrows as he quickly devised a 
tactic to deal with the predicament. 



He then lifted the Dragonslayer Sword in his hand and parried Skylar’s sword energy. 

Clang! 

The sound of the two sword energies colliding was deafening. 

Already within Karl’s attacking range, Kai knew he would not have enough time to 
evade the man’s fist after turning to defend himself from Skylar’s assault. Hence, he 
decided to utilize his Golem Body and have it cover him completely in golden scales for 
protection. 

Thump! Thump! Thump! 

Kai could feel his insides tumbling around when the attacks landed. 

Even though it did not seem like it, Karl had actually thrown three punches at Kai, 
whose armor managed to absorb most of the damage. 

Still, Karl’s attacks were so powerful that the force they generated went through the 
armor and hit Kai’s insides, completely ignoring the indestructibility of the man’s Golem 
Body. 

Kai was struck so hard that he lost control of his elixir field, making it impossible for him 
to focus his spiritual energy at that moment. 

Seeing how his attack had dazed Kai, Karl threw another punch and sent the man flying 
away toward the trees. 

Kai only fell to the ground after crashing into a dozen trees, and when he did, his 
internal injuries caused him to spray blood out of his mouth. 

Then, the man quickly adjusted his breathing in order to regain control of his spiritual 
energy. 

“If I were you, I’d stand down. Hand over the draconic essences, and you won’t have to 
suffer any longer,” sneered Karl. 

Skylar was relieved when he witnessed how easily Karl had bested Kai. It looks like Kai 
hasn’t figured out how to utilize the Power of Dragons just yet. 

Instead of responding to Karl, Kai simply remained silent and focused on regaining his 
strength. 

What Karl lacked in power, he made up with rich combat experience and his magical 
item. 



Faced with two formidable combatants, Kai suddenly realized that he had been pushed 
into a corner. 
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Chapter 1045 Let Us Find Out 

“That’s enough talking. Let’s kill him first.” Skylar did not want to take any chances, so 
he tightened his grip on his weapon and charged toward Kai once again. 

Unlike what he did last time, Kai moved his body and evaded Skylar’s blade. 

However, right after Kai dodged the swordsman’s attack, Karl assaulted him with 
terrifying martial energy. 

Having timed Kai’s evasion, Karl intended to unleash his fury on his enemy before the 
man could find his footing. 

As expected, Karl landed another hit and sent Kai flying yards away once again. 

Kai’s face immediately turned because he knew he was in a tough spot. 

Instead of trying to adjust his breathing again, Kai skillfully created a copy of himself 
with a flick of the wrist. 

He repeated the movement until there were four copies of himself. 

Not only did the duplicates look exactly like Kai, but they also had the same aura as his. 
Hence, it was impossible for Skylar or Karl to tell which was the real Kai. 

Karl was stupefied as he stared at the five Kais, while Skylar seemed unfazed. “So 
you’ve mastered Ichiro’s Nine Shadow Clones, huh? This trick may work on others, but 
not me.” 

“Is that so? Let’s find out!” 

Kai then charged toward Skylar with the first technique of Nine Shadows and unleashed 
five sword energies so powerful that they changed the color of the sky. 

Skylar simply smirked as he readied the magic sword in his hand, for he was aware that 
he only had to deal with one of the sword energies because the others were just 
illusions. 

All he had to was find the most powerful one and block it. 



Unfortunately, Skylar was stunned when the sword energies rocketed toward him. 

Grimacing, he realized that the energies were all filled with enough murderous intent to 
grind him to pieces. 

Skylar, left with no choice, quickly placed his sword in front of him to summon a shield 
of light for protection. 

Clang! 

The sound of the collision was so loud that it almost shook the entire Dragon Island. 

Karl was shocked when he witnessed how Skylar was sent flying before landing 
violently on the ground. 

“Mr. Norton!” called out Karl before hurrying over to help Skylar up. 

After wiping the blood off the corner of his mouth, Skylar narrowed his eyes sternly. 
“Damn it! I can’t believe how much martial energy he has. He’s definitely much stronger 
than Ichiro, so we’ll have to do this together.” 

Skylar’s magic sword started to shine brightly as a ball of light appeared at the tip. Then, 
the man was enveloped by an intimidating aura. 

Karl, too, got ready by utilizing the power of his geomantic compass to make his fists 
power up like Skylar’s blade. 

Whoosh! 

The two threw several energy balls toward Kai, who clenched his teeth as he swung his 
weapon and sent out another five blows of sword energy to defend himself. 

The instant the energies collided, a vicious explosion sounded, causing clouds of dust 
to cover the sky and block the sun as though a bomb had hit the place. 

“Pfft!” Kai vomited a mouthful of blood before collapsing to the ground. He got so weak 
that even his illusions faded away. 

Even though Kai’s shadow clones were actual threats, they had to depend on his 
spiritual energy because they came from his elixir field. 

Since he had been injured, it was no longer possible for him to sustain the clones. 

It was apparent that Kai, who had a sunken chest, got his ribs broken. At that point, the 
spiritual energy in his elixir field was close to none. 
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Chapter 1046 The Sword And Him Are One 

When the dust finally settled, Skylar sneered at the desperate-looking Kai, “Now, I’ll 
take all that belongs to you.” 

Skylar then slowly walked toward Kai with Karl following close behind. 

Convinced that Kai was beaten and no longer a threat, the two let their guard down and 
smirked at the man. 

Furrowing his eyebrows, Kai tried his best to gather his spiritual energy. However, since 
he had exhausted himself, Kai could barely even stand. 

“I thought I was supposed to have the Power of Dragons.” Kai became more and more 
anxious the closer Skylar and Karl got. 

For some reason, Kai could not feel the power he had before. The combined draconic 
essences no longer seemed to be doing anything inside him. 

“What’s going on?” No matter how hard Kai tried, he just could not seem to regain the 
power. It was as though the energy had left his body. 

When Skylar and Karl finally reached Kai, they looked down on the man with nothing 
but glee on their faces. 

Karl then stepped forward to place his foot on Kai’s chest and smiled deviously. “You 
ruined my magical item, so I’m going to take yours. This sword will suffice.” 

With that, Karl bent down to pick up Kai’s Dragonslayer Sword. 

The brute wanted to lay claim to the weapon first because he was worried that Skylar 
would take everything else once they killed Kai. 

After all, like the draconic essence inside Kai, the Dragonslayer Sword was rare and 
highly sought-after. 

However, just when Karl was about to place his hand on the Dragonslayer Sword, the 
weapon suddenly buzzed before unleashing a sharp blade of sword energy to cut his 
palm. 

Fortunately, Karl was fast enough to dodge the attack in time. Otherwise, his throat 
would have been cut as well. 



Holding his bleeding hand, Karl widened his eyes at Kai and the Dragonslayer Sword. 

Even though Kai was already too weak to continue fighting, his sentient weapon was 
able to defend itself, and it shocked Karl. 

“ Kai’s already become one with the sword, so it’ll accept nobody but him. If you want it, 
you’ll have to kill him first,” explained Skylar to the still dumbfounded Karl. 

After realizing what he had to do, Karl lifted his foot from Kai’s chest and was ready to 
stomp on the man. 

He intended to kill Kai by cracking the rest of the man’s rib cage. 

Suddenly, the Dragon Ring on Kai glowed once again and activated the immense power 
of the draconic essence inside him. 

The power instantly wrapped itself around Kai like a safety net and protected him from 
the imminent attack. 

Before Karl could even touch Kai, he was repelled and thrown away by the mighty force. 

As Kai slowly got back on his feet, his eyes glowed crimson red. 

The aura emanating from Kai then was exactly like that of the Flame Dragon. 

Skylar frowned fearfully as he quickly backed away, for he would be a fool if he could 
not tell that the Power of Dragons had awakened in Kai. 

“Kill him now!” commanded Skylar. 

After recovering from the fall, Karl immediately focused his geomantic compass on Kai 
to shoot a light beam at the man. 

Still, Kai did not seem bothered by the commotion around him. With the Power of 
Dragons, his Golem Body had already become much stronger than before and was 
shining brightly like the sun. 

Following the light beam from the geomantic compass, Karl began to charge at Kai. The 
energy of heaven and earth he summoned was so powerful that a storm started to brew 
in the sky. 

 


